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Abstract. Human drivers consider past and future driving environ-
ments to maintain stable control of a vehicle. To adopt a human driver's
behavior, we propose a vision-based autonomous driving model, called
Future Actions and States Network (FASNet), which uses predicted fu-
ture actions and generated future states in multi-task learning manner.
Future states are generated using an enhanced deep predictive-coding
network and motion equations defined by the kinematic vehicle model.
The final control values are determined by the weighted average of the
predicted actions for a stable decision. With these methods, the proposed
FASNet has a high generalization ability in unseen environments. To val-
idate the proposed FASNet, we conducted several experiments, includ-
ing ablation studies in realistic three-dimensional simulations. FASNet
achieves a higher Success Rate (SR) on the recent CARLA benchmarks
under several conditions as compared to state-of-the-art models.

Keywords: Vision-based Autonomous Driving, Controller with Future
Actions, Multi-task Learning based Autonomous Driving

1 Introduction

Traditionally, an autonomous vehicle can drive itself using localization infor-
mation and motion equations defined by the kinematic vehicle model. With
advances in deep learning, the classical rules for manipulating the vehicle can be
learned by deep neural networks. Recently, we have witnessed wide and signifi-
cant progress in autonomous driving, especially in the field of computer vision
[1–5]. Furthermore, starting with a Conditional Imitation Learning (CIL) [6],
several successive studies [6–11] apply high-level navigational commands (i.e.,
Follow Lane, Go Straight, Turn Right, and Turn Left) as provided by a naviga-
tion system to guide the global optimal path to reach the final destination.

Despite the impressive progress, vision-based autonomous vehicles face un-
expected situations that can reduce driving accuracy and stability. For example,
the autonomous vehicle can turn abruptly or stop and never move. Once an
abnormal behavior is caused by an incorrectly predicted control value, unsafe
situations are likely to occur and it may take a long time to recover to a safe
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driving situation. In addition, several authors [12, 11, 13, 7, 9] have highlighted
limited capability of a model trained with a single task learning manner or single
RBG image as an input. To tackle this problem, we focus on the ways to reduce
unstable control and increase the generalization ability of the vehicle controller.

First, we observed that human drivers manipulate vehicles safely by antici-
pating future situations. For example, when human drivers approach an inter-
section, they anticipate when to slow down and when to turn the steering wheel.
This is the main reason why human drivers can usually control a vehicle with sta-
bility. However, most autonomous driving research uses only current information
for decision making, which can lead to unstable longitudinal or lateral control.
Motivated by this observation, we utilize the generated future frame using the
concept of Deep Predictive-Coding Network (PredNet) [14] and calculated future
localization information using kinematic motion equations [15].

Second, it improves the generalization and regularization abilities of the
trained model with Multi-task Learning (MTL). MTL is a good solution for
generalization by leveraging domain-specific information contained in training
representations of other tasks through a joint optimization strategy [16]. Fur-
thermore, learning with auxiliary tasks in MTL will improve the generalization
for the main tasks without introducing any extra computational burden at infer-
ence time. Finally, MTL acts as a regularizer, which reduces the risk of overfit-
ting, by introducing an inductive bias. With these benefits, MTL has displayed
success in the field of autonomous driving [12, 13, 9, 7].

Our key contributions are summarized as follows: 1) We present a successful
vision-based driving architecture based on the weighted average of future actions
by preventing the situation wherein a single incorrect control action makes the
vehicle's movement unstable; 2) We designed the MTL model, including auxil-
iary tasks, by generating future representations and future localization informa-
tion without additional knowledge compared with a baseline model; and 3) We
achieve enhanced and stable driving results, especially in unseen environments
by applying these concepts to base networks.

2 Related Work

2.1 Deep Learning Based Autonomous Driving

There has been a steady release of various driving models that map camera pix-
els directly to the longitudinal and lateral controls. End-to-end driving models
automatically learn important representations of the necessary processing steps,
such as recognizing useful road features. Bojarski et al. [3] demonstrated that a
vehicle could potentially be controlled using a deep Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) based solely on a front-facing camera. Following this research, var-
ious CNN-based end-to-end networks have been investigated [17, 18, 4, 6, 7, 19].
Other researchers are investigating Reinforcement Learning (RL) for controlling
vehicles using, which trains a deep neural network based on a policy-based re-
ward [20, 8, 21]. These systems can be generalized for unseen scenarios, and their
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performance will be coverage of human driving. In these studies, the main aim is
to learn human-controllable policy in a trial-and-error manner without explicit
human supervision. However, RL-based approaches are difficult to apply in the
real world because the training process is not reliable and fatal accidents may
occur.

Recently, many studies have employed MTL to achieve the optimal informa-
tion exchange between highly correlated tasks [22, 23, 12, 9, 7, 21]. Furthermore,
based on these approaches, some studies employ auxiliary tasks, such as the re-
sult of segmentation network and optical flow as well as raw image [11, 13]. One
of the reasons for this success is attributed to the inbuilt sharing mechanism,
which allows deep neural networks to learn representations shared across differ-
ent categories. This insight naturally extends to sharing between tasks and leads
to further performance improvements.

Many studies have contributed to significant driving performance improve-
ments; however, these studies may predict the unexpected control values that
can reduce driving accuracy and stability. While driving, the vehicle can become
quite unstable with just one wrong control value, particularly at higher speeds.
Thus, we focus on a stable driving model and propose FASNet, which employs
a weighted average action based on multiple predicted actions.

2.2 Action Prediction with Generated Representation

Various methods to predict realistic pixel values in future frames have been inves-
tigated [24, 25]. Most state-of-the-art approaches use generative neural networks
to represent the pixel-wise appearance of a given image in a video sequence. The
performance of these networks is undoubtedly impressive.

However, future frame prediction is a challenging task due to the complex
appearance and motion dynamics. To address this problem, joint learning is the
most commonly explored approach to model complex motion fields [26, 27]. In
[26], the authors attempt to jointly train the network to resolve the prediction
problems that derive from complex pixel-level distributions in natural images. In
addition, an effective future frame prediction method for complex urban driving
scenes utilizing video and optical flow sequences has been proposed [27].

Furthermore, recent research shows that learning correlated tasks simultane-
ously can enhance the performance of individual tasks [28]. In [29], the authors
proposed a MTL approach by jointly predicting steering angles and future frame
sequences. In addition, the latent variables of a multi-task generative network
can be effectively used to predict vehicle steering angles [14, 30]. In this paper, we
utilize an enhanced PredNet that has a specialized neural network branches, sim-
ilar to the conditional branch in [6]. The branches are also selectively trained via
high-level commands that indicate where the vehicle will go. With the conditional
branches, we can generate more accurate future images and latent variables for
angle prediction.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the FASNet. A perception network processes an input
image to a latent space followed by four task-specific networks: two for localization
tasks and two for control tasks. The subnetwork fcpre, which has two submodules
CPredNetnext and CPredNetextra, generates future representations from past sequen-
tial images. The future representations and embedded features by FC layers fused and
fed into the conditional module, which predicting future longitudinal and lateral control
values according to the navigational command.

3 Method

3.1 Task Definition

Conditional Imitation Learning (CIL) [6] for autonomous driving is a form of
supervised learning that can learn a driving policy from human driver experts
using given N video sequences vi, i ∈(1, . . . , N) with observations oi,t, ac-
tions ai,t, and high-level navigational commands ci,t. Basically, all datasets have
at least one command: follow the lane (Follow Lane). Various additional com-
mands are added according to the driving scenarios, such as drive straight (Go
Straight), turn left at the next intersection (Turn Left), and turn right at the
next intersection (Turn Right). The observations consist of tuples, each of which
contains an image (Ii,t) and measured signals, such as speed (si,t). Here, ai,t

actions include steering angle (astri,t ), an acceleration value (aacci,t ) and braking

value (abrki,t ) of the human driver to manipulate the vehicle. The dataset is de-

fined D = {(oi,t,ai,t, ci,t)}
N
i=1.

The expanded strategy of the CIL is that CIL with a ResNet backbone Speed
prediction (CILRS) model [7]. The CILRS objective function, which minimizes
the parameters θ of the action prediction network (F ), is expressed as follows:

min
θ

N∑

i

Ti∑

t

La(F (Ii,t, si,t, G(ci,t)),ai,t), (1)
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where La is L1 loss function for three predicted actions ât. The command ci,t
acts as branch selector that controls the selective activation of a branch via a
gating function G(ci,t). Each branch has Fully Connected (FC) layers to encode
the distinct hidden knowledge for corresponding command and thus selectively
used for action prediction. Further details can be found in the literature, e.g.,
Codevilla et al. [6] and Liang et al. [8].

Following the definition in [10], we define sequential notation. In the case
of observation, the sequential notation {ot−k+1, . . . ,ot, . . . ,ot+m−1} are repre-
sented as ot−k+1:t+m−1 where k is the total number of past data and m is the
total number of future data. The proposed F differs from other driving archi-
tectures in that it predicts future actions from current time step t to t+m− 1
using temporal images (Ii,t−k+1:t). The objective function can be rewritten as
follows:

min
θ

N∑

i

Ti∑

t

La(F (Ii,t, si,t, G(ci,t)),ai,t:t+m−1), (2)

where ai,t:t+m−1 is the sequential ground truth of actions, Ti is total time at
each video sequence, and La is also the L1 loss function for predicted sequential
actions ât:t+m−1:

La =

t+m−1∑

t

||âstri,t − astri,t ||
1 + ||âacci,t − aacci,t ||

1 + ||âbrki,t − abrki,t ||1. (3)

3.2 Conditional Future Actions and States Prediction Network

We propose a novel architecture to predict future actions (ât:t+m−1). Note that
for simplicity, hereafter, the index of video sequences will be omitted in the def-
initions. We use a ResNet34 architecture [31] pretrained on the ImageNet as
a backbone network for generalized driving on learning reactions to dynamic
objects in complex environments [7]. As shown in Fig. 1, the ResNet34 archi-
tecture is divided into two groups: 1) Convolution stages from Conv1 to Conv4

are utilized for the perception network. The output feature map of the percep-
tion network is shared between all related task-specific subnetworks on hard
parameter sharing manner. 2) The last convolution stage (Conv5 ) is used for
task-specific networks. The feature maps, which are fed into each subnetworks,
are trained to represent features that focus more on each task. Specifically, the
task-specific network has a FC layer to embed the extracted features.

The positional task and heading angle networks in Fig. 1 estimate the fu-
ture localization states such as positions of the vehicle in global coordinates
(xt+1:t+m, yt+1:t+m) and heading angles (ψt+1:t+m). These localization tasks,
which are closely related to target control tasks, are considered the auxiliary
tasks to improve the generalization of the main tasks. Therefore, the positional
task and heading angle networks are utilized only at the training time. The loss
function of the localization states is defined as follows:

Ll =

t+m−1∑

t

||x̂t+1 − xt+1||
2 + ||ŷt+1 − yt+1||

2 + ||ψ̂t+1 − ψt+1||
2, (4)
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Fig. 2. (a) Architecture of the conditional module. The hin can be the hlon or hlat.
Additionally, the â

out can be the â
lon or âlat as well. (b) Information flow in two level

modules in CPredNet. Each module consists of a recurrent representation layer (Rl),
an input convolutional layer (Al), a prediction layer (Âl), and an error representation
unit (El). In addition, a gating function choose activation layer in the first level using
a command (ct).

The longitudinal task network considers longitudinal outputs by processing
the latent space followed by two prediction branches: one for hidden variables
hlon to predict longitudinal actions (âacct:t+m−1, â

brk
t:t+m−1) and one for speed se-

quence (ŝt:t+m−1) to achieve an effect of regularization [7]. The output, which
passes through the lateral task network and flat, is fuse with the output of fmea

by ffu in Fig. 1.

fcpre comprises two modified PredNets, which we refer to as CPredNets.
The CPredNets generate future representations using sequential past images
(It−k+1:t) and high-level command (ct) as inputs. The outputs of fcpre are defined
as rt+1:t+m−1, where each rt is the lowest representation layer in the CPredNet,
which learned latent variables to generate future frames Ît+1:t+m−1. Note that
the model can make optimal actions when there is no temporal gap between o

and â. Therefore, predicting ât+1:t+m−1 without ot+1:t+m−1 may reduce the ac-
curacy. To prevent such loss of accuracy, the representational features rt+1:t+m−1

act as the observation of the corresponding time step.

Each conditional module of fcmdt+n
has FC layers and a gating function to

encode the distinct hidden knowledge for the corresponding command and thus is
selectively used for prediction. However, in the case of n > 0, there is additional
FC layer f cmd

fu in Fig. 2 (a) to combine inputs. Before fusing these features,
we apply some 3 × 3 convolutional layers to rt+1:t+m−1 to extract meaningful
information named rconvt+n .

The proposed architecture has multi-task regression heads for taking maxi-
mized generalization capability using hard parameter sharing. According to the
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[32], the hard parameter shared layers have unstable backpropagation flow and
converge slowly without gradient rescaling, because the loss variances of multiple
heads are unlimited. To make the variance always limited, a gradient rescaling
module GR, which was proposed in [32], is added between the perception back-
bone network and task-specific networks in Fig. 1.

3.3 Future State Generation

In this study, we utilize two future states to achieve the benefits of MTL and
eliminate the temporal gap between current and the future observations.

First of all, we employ the enhanced PredNet called CPredNet and architec-
ture is diagrammed in Fig. 2. (b). Compared to the PredNet, the conditional
branches in the CPredNet are applied to the first generative module to improve
future frame generation capability. The role of high-level command (ct) is a clear
indicator of the directional change and acts as a switch that selects which rep-
resentation branch is used at any given situation. The CPredNet follows all the
PredNet training rules, except for the conditional learning. The further details
and full set of update rules can be found in supplementary material.

The second way to generate the future state is to employ motion equations
defined by the kinematic vehicle model. In this study, a discrete kinematic bicycle
model with the desired point on the center of the front axle is used to describe the
vehicle dynamics. According to the kinematic analysis, the vehicle localization
information, which the position of the vehicle in global coordinates (x, y) and
consists of heading angle (ψ), at that time t+ 1 are given as follows:

xt+1 = xt + stcos(δt + ψt)∆t (5)

yt+1 = yt + stsin(δt + ψt)∆t (6)

ψt+1 = ψt +
sttan(δt)

l
∆t (7)

where δ is the wheel steering angle and l is the wheel base.
Because we consider the offset of localization information from current posi-

tion and heading angle, the first current states xt, yt, and ψt can be set to zero.
And then we can calculate the future coordinates and heading angles recursively.
In addition, we set the constant values ∆t and l to 0.1 and 3, respectively.

3.4 Kinematic Relation based Learning

The main goal of kinematic-relation based learning is that leveraging useful rep-
resentation contained in multiple related task-specific networks to help improve
the generalization performance of the control tasks. In order to utilize the ef-
fect of this relation to the proposed architecture, we define implicit relation loss
functions.

The equation (5) - (7) can be expressed with respect to the speed st and
steering angle δt.

st =
xt+1

cos(δt)
=

yt+1

sin(δt)
(8)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of weighted average concept.

δt = tan−1(
ψt+1

st
) (9)

We can reformulate the equations (5) and (6) to define the formula expressed
with respect to the steering angle δt, but we use the equation (7). Because if we
use the equations (5) and (6), an arccosine and arcsine functions are included.
Kinematic motion equations are utilized in training process with predicted out-
puts from the network. In this case, as the domain of the arccosine and arcsine
functions are from -1 to +1 inclusive, the inputs of both functions should be re-
stricted by clipping or scaling. This human intervention in the learning process
can produce unexpected results.

The equation (8) and (9) indicate that the current vehicle control value and
localization state of t + 1 can be determined by each other. According to the
relation, assuming that the steering angle δt and next position xt+1, yt+1 are
well estimated, we can calculate the accurate speed st. In addition, the δt is
calculated as well as the predicted ψt+1 and st using equation (9). The output
from the each task-specific head has a relation with other outputs. To add the
relationship between the prediction heads directly, the explicit relational loss
function is defined as follows:

Lr =

t+m−1∑

t

||
ŷt+1

sin(δ̂t)
− st||

2 + ||
x̂t+1

cos(δ̂t)
− st||

2 + ||tan−1(
ψ̂t+1

ŝt
)− δt||

2, (10)

where δ̂t can be replaced by âstr. The pair of related regression heads can be
jointly optimized with backpropagation to estimate accurate prediction.

3.5 Weighted Average Action

In order to make a stable action value, we utilize a weighted average method.
Here, we redefine a predicted action as âp

q , where p is a time step index and q is
an index of the predicted sequence corresponding to the time step.

In Fig. 3, we show an example when m is 3. In that case, for each time step t,
the FASNet predicts ât

t:t+2. The weighted average of actions (âavg
t ) is calculated

using predicted actions with the same index q and will be used as the control
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signal at that time t. To make the most recently predicted value contributes
more to the final result, we define weight as follows:

wp
q =

e(logb(q − p+ 1))
∑min(q,m)

i=1 e(logb(i)))
, (11)

where b is greater than 0 and less than 1. The contribution of the predicted
actions can be adjusted using b.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation in Detail

Before training whole network, we first update the weights of fcpre. During
the training stage, CPredNets are trained using the same experimental setting
as PredNet [14]. CPredNetnext is pretrained using sequences of the previous
k frames, and then the weights are fine-tuned for extrapolation. To prevent a
decrease in computation speed, the CPredNets comprise three-level generative
modules with a channel size of (3, 48, and 96). In addition, the input images are
resized to 100 × 44 by interpolation.

As mentioned previously, the representation layer rt passes through convo-
lutional layers and then fused by f cmd

fu . We use six convolutional layers, and
all layers are followed by Batch Normalization (BN) and Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) activation. The detailed setting of each layer for rt is shown in Table 1.

The number of hidden units of the fpos, fyaw, flon, flat, fmea, fspd, and ffu
layers are same as the CILRS network [7]. Additionally, the sizes of the last FC
layer of fpos and fyaw are 2 × m and m, respectively. Finally, the size of f cmd

fu is
512. In our experiment, sequences of 9 frames are sampled for training, and our
model predicts 3 consecutive actions (k = 6, m = 3). In addition, we set b to
0.4 for the weighted average. Our model is trained using the Adam solver with
mini-batches of 200 samples. The learning rate is set to 0.0001 at the beginning
and then it decreases by a factor 0.1 at 50 % and 75 % of the total number of
training epochs. The total multi-task loss function is defined as:

Lt = λaLa + λlLl + λcLc + λrLr + λsLs, (12)

where Lc is the fcpre loss and Ls is a loss for speed prediction branch. We set
the λa, λl, λc, λr, and λs to 0.5, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively.

4.2 Benchmark and Dataset

The CARLA simulator has a large variety of driving environments, such as traf-
fic lights and dynamic obstacles, including dynamic vehicles and pedestrians. We
employ the original CARLA benchmark [33], NoCrash benchmark [7], and Any-

Weather benchmark[19] on CARLA simulator to evaluate the proposed method.
For a fair comparison with the other methods, we follow the benchmark polices
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Table 1. Network architecture applied to representation layers rt+1:t+m−1.

Layer Type Kernel Size Feature Maps Stride

Conv-BN-ReLU (3,3) 32 2
Conv-BN-ReLU (3,3) 32 1
Conv-BN-ReLU (3,3) 64 2
Conv-BN-ReLU (3,3) 64 1
Conv-BN-ReLU (3,3) 128 2
Conv-BN-ReLU (3,3) 128 1

[33, 7]. All benchmarks evaluate the driving performance under four environ-
ments “Training Conditions”, “New Weather”, “New Town”, and “New Town
& Weather” in terms of Success Rate (SR).

We collect the training data while using the autopilot [34] of the CARLA sim-
ulator for approximately 100 hours. For augmentation and teaching the model
how to recover from a poor position [3], we use three RGB cameras by adjusting
the roll values of the left and right cameras by -20 and 20 degrees from the mid-
dle camera, respectively. As most of the data are collected from straight driving
scenes, we refer to the idea of sampling [10] to solve the data imbalance prob-
lem. Additionally, we perform extensive data augmentation by adding Gaussian
blur, additive Gaussian noise, additive and multiplicative brightness variation,
contrast variation, and saturation variation to prevent overfitting.

4.3 Experimental Result

We compare our FASNet model with the recent state-of-the-art approaches:
the Conditional Imitation Learning (CIL) [6] extension with a ResNet back-
bone and speed prediction model (CILRS) [7], Learning By Cheating (LBC) [11]
model, Implicit Affordances based Reinforcement Learning (IARL) [21] model,
and Learning Situational Driving (LSD) [19] model. The closest baseline model
to ours is the CILRS model. We set the same experimental settings, such as
dataset conditions (including image resolution) and perception network. The
LBC and IARL models rely on different prior information such as the 3D posi-
tion of all external dynamic agents or semantic segmentation. Although the LSD
uses an RGB image only, it utilizes a deeper backbone network (ResNet50) and
a larger image resolution (256 × 256).

Table 2 reports the quantitative comparison on the original CARLA 0.8.4
benchmark with state-of-the-art networks. This benchmark consists of four driv-
ing tasks “Straight”, “One Turn”, “Navigation”, and “Navigation with Dynamic
Obstacles” [33]. Compared to the baseline model, the proposed FASNet exhibits
significant improvements especially under the “New Town” environment. In ad-
dition, we achieved the state-of-the-art driving performance among the models,
which use only RGB images for training and evaluation.

The NoCrash benchmark [7] measures the capability of the controller to re-
act to dynamic objects for three driving tasks: “Empty”, “Regular Traffic”, and
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Table 2. Comparison with the state-of-the-art networks on the original CARLA 0.8.4
benchmark in terms of Success Rate (SR) in each condition. The results are percentage
(%) of SR and higher values are better.

Training Conditions New Weather
Task CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21] CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21]

Straight 96 - 100 100 100 96 - 100 100 100
One Turn 92 - 100 100 100 96 - 100 96 100
Navigation 95 - 100 100 100 96 - 99 100 100
Nav. Dynamic 92 - 100 100 100 96 - 98 96 100

New Town New Town & Weather
Task CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21] CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21]

Straight 96 100 100 100 100 96 100 100 100 100
One Turn 84 99 100 100 100 92 100 100 100 100
Navigation 69 99 99 100 100 92 100 100 100 100
Nav. Dynamic 66 98 99 99 98 90 98 100 100 100

Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art networks on the NoCrash CARLA
benchmarks in terms of success rate in each condition.

Training Conditions New Weather
Task CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21] CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21]

Empty 97±2 - 96±0 97 100 96±1 - 98±0 87 36
Regular 83±0 - 90±1 93 96 77±1 - 80±1 87 34
Dense 42±2 - 44±2 71 70 47±5 - 38±4 63 26

New Town New Town & Weather
Task CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21] CILRS[7] LSD[19] FASNet LBC[11] IARL[21]

Empty 66±2 94±1 95±1 100 99 90±2 95±1 92±2 70 24
Regular 49±5 68±2 77±2 94 87 56±2 65±4 66±4 62 34
Dense 23±1 30±4 37±2 51 42 24±8 32±3 32±4 39 18

“Dense Traffic”. Quantitative comparisons on the NoCrash benchmark are re-
ported in Table 3. The LBC and IARL, which utilize additional prior knowledge,
are evaluated on the version of CARLA 0.9.6. Compared to the RGB-based mod-
els, we achieve state-of-the-art performances in the “New Town” conditions and
“Regular” tasks. We established that training with various related tasks could
make a more generalized model under unseen environments. Additionally, we
observe that the accidents caused by unexpected single control value are allevi-
ated through the weighted average action of future predictions. Moreover, our
proposed model significantly improves over the baseline model except for the
“Dense Traffic” tasks in the training town. Most of our failure, in the “Dense
Traffic” task, is that pedestrians and other vehicles crash into the ego-vehicle.
In some cases, the intersection is already blocked by an accident.

The AnyWeather benchmark is a new benchmark to quantify the ability of
drastically diverse weather conditions. The evaluation condition is a new town
under all ten weathers unseen in training. The results are presented in Table 4.
It is observable that FASNet achieves state-of-the-art SRs under all tasks. This
aspect means that the proposed architecture has higher generalization capability
and robustness to unseen environments. We observe that most of our failure cases
are under the “MidRainSunset” and “HardRainSunset”. As the lane on the road
is invisible, predicting stable steering control value is difficult.
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Table 4. Experimental results the harsh environments on the AnyWeather benchmark
in terms of success rate.

New Town & Weather
Task CILRS LSD FASNet

Straight 83.2 85.6 93.2
One Turn 78.4 81.6 87.0
Navigation 76.4 79.6 82.8
Nav. Dynamic 75.6 78.4 81.2
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Fig. 4. Results of the ablation studies on the CARLA NoCrash benchmark under “New
Town & Weather” conditions, which requires the highest generalization. (a) success
rates, (b) number of failed episodes, and (c) average success rates of FASNet with
different number of future actions.

During the inference stage, the computation time required by FASNet is
approximately 0.04 ∼ 0.06 ms on a Titan RTX.

4.4 Ablation Studies

To evaluate whether our approaches improve accuracy, we conducted another
experiment without the explicit kinematic relational loss (W/O KR), the local-
ization task-specific networks (W/O Loc), and the fcpre network (W/O Cpre) in
Fig. 4. In the case of “W/O Cpre”, future representations are not used, including
future actions. In summary, the absence of any module causes the Success Rate
(SR) to decrease, as shown in Fig. 4. (a). As seen in Fig. 4. (b), the number
of collisions with others (Col. Other) shows a considerable increase even in the
absence of a single component. This indicates that the vehicle has come off the
road owing to unexpected behavior with a lack of generalization ability. Further,
the high failure rates of “Col. Other” confirm the usefulness of the localization
tasks for safe driving. The major cause of failure in the case of “W/O Cpre” is
“Timeout”. This happens because the vehicle stops and never moves caused by
an unexpected longitudinal control value. In addition, few input images prevent
a car from operating normally, and this has led to a suspension from driving on
the simulator. The weighted average action of future predictions can overcome
this problem by degrading an effect of the incorrect prediction. The average SR
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5t-1t-2t-3t-4t-5

Fig. 5. The results of fcpre (for next and extrapolation frames) in dynamic objects
with various weather: (a) and (b) clear noon, (c) wet cloudy noon, (d) clear sunset,
and (e) rainy noon. Every odd rows contain actual frames, and the even rows contain
predictions. Left of the red line: Generated by CPredNetnext; Right: Generated by
CPredNetextra.

values of FASNet for different number of future states to use (m) are shown in
Fig. 4. (c). Parameter m indicates the number of future states employed. In the
case of m = 1, the model equals to the “W/O Cpre” case. Our observation can
be proven, because when m > 1, every average SR value is greater than that
when m = 1.

4.5 Future State Generation

We make future representations using the CPredNets and localization informa-
tion using a kinematic vehicle model without additional annotations. To verify
that these methods can generate the knowledge successfully, we show the results
for both approaches.

Fig. 5 shows the qualitative predictions on the test scenarios on the CARLA
simulator. The CPredNets can generate fairly accurate frames under the various
environments. The results of various weather and scenarios are represented in
Fig. 5: (a) sunny/straight, (b) sunny/go straight with dynamic object, (c) wet
cloudy/turn left, and (d) sunset/straight with dynamic object. Sometimes the
CPredNets generate blurry objects and backgrounds (i.e., shadow of tree in (c)
and yellow vehicle in (d)). However, as can be seen in Fig. 5, primarily activated
factors for a making decision [3], such as road, lane, and curb are perfectly gen-
erated. This indicates that the generated future frame will not negatively affect
the prediction of the vehicle's action. Additionally, we report the comparison
results between the CPredNet and PredNet in supplementary material.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Each image shows the coordinate changes from current position for 10 time
steps: (a) stop scenario, (b) right turn scenario. Every odd row contains the ground
truth coordinates and the even row contains the calculated coordinates with vehicle
motion equations.

Fig. 6 shows the coordinates change from current to future positions quali-
tatively. Note that we calculate the positions of the vehicle in global coordinates
with speed and the steering angle. As observable in Fig. 6, future locations are
successfully calculated. Furthermore, the quantitative errors of calculated coor-
dinates and vehicle heading are under 0.04 in terms of the mean square error.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we investigated a stable end-to-end vision-based autonomous driv-
ing model by weighted averaging of predicted future actions. We attempted to
prevent a situation wherein a single incorrect control action renders the vehi-
cle's movement unstable. To achieve enhanced generalization ability, we designed
multi-head networks that are supervised by task-specific objectives including
auxiliary localization tasks. During the training, the related tasks are jointly
optimized with the shared layers, which serve as the regularizer. Thus, we gen-
erated training knowledge without any additional annotations. We have empir-
ically shown that such a strategy can improve the generalization and driving
performance of the base model through various experiments.
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